GASTON TARANGO
Software Developer
As a developer in a world of constant innovation, I am consumed with a desire to learn and keep up with the change. It's in my nature to
seek creative solutions to real world problems in this ever evolving field and to continually use past failures to mold myself into the best
programmer possible. With a mindset of success, it's possible to accomplish any task.

gaston.tarango@gmail.com

(432)448-6072

TECHNICAL SKILLS
HTML
MYSQL
CSS
Spring Boot Frame
Javascript
Jquery
Object Oriented Programming
Bootstrap
Paired Programming
JavaEE
VSS with GIT
TDD
Thymeleaf
Maven
Exposure to:
Ajax Dom Unit Testing Python

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2018-2019
SPRINT ENERGY
Accounts Receivable/Billable
Authorized and approved all purchase orders and
provided detailed accurate descriptions of purchased
item(s) or service. Created invoices and ensured all
payments were made while minimizing losses.

PECOS TIRE

2014-2018
Assistant manager/Sales associate
Accountable for assisting in the overall day-to-day
management of the shop. Delivered exceptional customer
service. Finalized invoices and collected payments.
Oversaw inventory and ensured adequate stock at all
times.
-

CARSON PUMPS

2013-2014
Owner/Pump repair technician
Repaired and replaced parts on downhole pumps and
small transfer pumps connected to oil tanks. Supervised
cleaning crews and assisted in billing efforts. Prepared
work orders with all parts delivered and/or pump repairs.

KNOX OILFIELD SUPPLY

2012-2013
Pump repair technician
Oversaw the order management process from initial call
to delivery. Repaired downhole pumps as needed. Served
simultaneously in an on-call role, delivering parts at all
hours of days including holidays. Delivered pipe on a 40ft
pipe trailer to a variety of locations.

gaston tarango

gaston-tarango

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
SWOLE MATES

04/2020

Full Stack application that is fully functional including languages
such as HTML, BootStrap, CSS, Java, MySql Database, and Spring
Security. An application to find other like minded individuals to go
work out with similar interests.

ADLISTER PROJECT

03/2020
A full stack application utilizing front and back end languages
to create a fully functional Craigslist clone. Allows users to have full
access to all CRUD functionality as well as working with an actual
MySql database to allow their information to be saved and updated.

BLACKJACK

02/2020
A Blackjack application made is a JavaScript driven application
created to practice and bid fake money. With CSS styling to
background and detail. A random number generator was used to set
the cards and suits. The player places a bet on and can stand or hit
and tries to win as much money as possible

WEATHER PROJECT

01/2020
The Weather Map application is a JavaScript driven application
created by tying the functionality of the Map Box API to Dark Sky
API. This allows users to obtain a three day forecast for any
location on the globe by either searching by city or by utilizing the
provided map.

EDUCATION HISTORY
CODEUP

04/2020
Certificate of Completion
A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 20 week full stack
Java career accelerator that provides students with 670+ hours of
expert instruction in software development.

